Time To Get Into Gaming?

Gaming furniture is a segment of the market that still has plenty of room for growth. If you aren’t in it yet, it is worth looking at.
traditional Z-clip fastening systems,” said Said Elieh, Bendheim vice president of systems and innovation. “It requires fewer horizontal hanging brackets and provides a reliable mechanical support for the dead load of the glass.”

Among the key Z-KISS innovations is its low profile — it stands only 5/16 inches from the wall. The system can be specified with an optional integrated kick plate and is available in a wide range of custom colors to coordinate with the glass or other interior finishes. Z-KISS can handle large cladding panels in either direction and is ideal for lobbies and expansive feature walls.

The range of Z-KISS aesthetic options is virtually unlimited, including hundreds of in-stock, back-painted and mirrored Bendheim glass varieties, as well as laminated, patterned and digitally printed custom creations. The glass is provided in safety-tempered or laminated form. Maximum panel size depends on the specified design, typically up to 60-by-120 inches. Glass thicknesses range from 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch.

The system’s out-of-box installation saves time and labor costs. The glass and galvanized steel hardware are delivered pre-fabricated and ready to hang. Completing the installation requires hand tools and the proper wall-mounting screws to secure the aluminum brackets to the wall.

**ROO M DIVIDERS**

**Introducing Móz Dividers**

Known for its signature precision laser cut, perforations and engravings, Móz is expanding its portfolio to include an acrylic collection, creating dividers that are protective and solidly safe. Móz offers colors and finishes that are highly durable and easy to clean, suitable for high traffic areas and rigorous cleaning procedures.

The dividers are available either curved to fit or flat, mounted by posts, cable or in a frame and suitable for a light-touch application or as a room-dividing statement. They can be engraved, backlit or imprinted with on-brand graphics or imagery. They are available in aluminium that can be laser cut or perforated and an acrylic application in a clear or frosted format.

Each application arrives ready to install. All panels and hardware are included to help save time on installation. The dividers make it easy to redraw a floor plan through noninvasive means with minimal time and costs. The post dividers can connect floor-to-ceiling with round or square posts with the options to choose from a gripper style attachment or an angle mount to minimize visible hardware and spacing between panels. Setting boundaries and helping navigate flow, the dividers can be installed floor-to-ceiling, to a pony wall or used to enclose an existing opening.

Minimizing hardware and optimizing cleanability, Moz dividers are a safe and aesthetically appealing reply to the challenges 2020 has brought collective environments.